Conceived as a solution to challenging universal office plans, Vox Office is both an integrated and flexible office furniture system. With a range of finish options, work surfaces and cabinet sizes, Vox Office creates elegant spaces for any office environment.

Height adjustable project tables offer a choice between sitting and standing working heights and cantilevered work surfaces to create the ideal workspace for any individual.
Vox Office offers a range of accessories to personalize working environments. The accessory track option allows for the addition of individual Vox Office Accessories above the work surface.

Keep your work surface clear with project bin storage, a simple but effective means of storing working documents and other office necessities while keeping clutter to a minimum. Put lighting where you need it. Various task lighting options are completely integrated within worktops. Overhead florescent or halogen lighting can also be specified.
Businesses have different demands, Vox Office responds to these challenges by providing a range of cabinet styles for specific tasks.

Vox Office offers the most flexible environment possible, with the capacity to customize spaces for individual working-styles and personalize them with a range of durable wood and paint finishes.
**Wood Finishes:** The Vox Office collection offers work surfaces, door and drawer faces in a wide variety of wood finish options. Some of these options are pictured below.
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**Metal and Paint Finishes:** All aluminum surfaces are available in Mirror Polished as well as three anodized colors: Silver, Champagne, and Light Bronze. Vox Office cabinets are finished in a range of durable metallic and non-metallic paint finishes. Paint finishes are available in three standard coordinating colors: Silver, Champagne, and Light Bronze.
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**Drawer and Door Pulls:** Vox Office drawer and door faces can be personalized with pull options. These include swivel or flush pulls in a range of durable coordinating metallic paint finishes. Aluminum bar pulls are available in a choice of three anodized colors or satin stainless steel. Cabinet cases can be finished with all wood or a combination of wood and metallic or non-metallic paint finishes.
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